December Newsletter
Dear Parents,

CLOUDRIDERS

We have almost reached the end of the first term. It has been an exciting journey for all of us.
November has been a wonderful month and it is great to see the increased confidence and enthusiasm.
The children are enjoying their moments in the nursery.
Now that the weather is great, the outdoor environment
` has become a new learning opportunity for
Cloudriders. Outside there are many different and wonderful things for them to see (lake, birds), to hear the
sound of cars passing by, to smell fragrant flowers. The outdoors has something more to offer than just
physical benefits. Cognitive and social/ emotional development are impacted, too.
For December our topic is Winter Land. We will discuss the change in season, what happens in winter to plants
and animals. We are going to be focus on polar animals too. We are going to discuss how do animals survive in
Polar Regions? Do humans live in Polar Regions?
We will be doing many arts and crafts activities to celebrate this festive time together. We are going to create
fake snowflakes, build snowmen and make ice cube. Even so, we are in warm Dubai, we will try to recreate the
real cold, so children can enjoy the winter magic.
At home, you can help your child to learn more about polar animals while reading the story, watching some
cartoons about polar animals.
As we live in a sunny and warm country, it is very hard for children to understand the meaning of winter.
However, there is still someplace that you can take them to play and feeling a little bit of winter- Sky Dubai,
where they can also see a penguin as a polar animal and Chillout Ice Cafe.
During this topic, we will be focus on developing our communication and language, working on understanding
"Who", "What," "Where," in the simple question?
We are working very hard to prepare for our winter concert. Moms & Dads, please join us on the 10th of
December to watch the children perform and please sing along too. The concert will start sharp at 10:00 am.
From all of us at Rainbow Valley Nursery, we wish you a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
Should you have any future queries, please feel free to discuss it with me.
Kind Regards,
Miss Navena

